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Microfluidics offers a wide range of new tools that permit one to revisit the formation of crystals in

solution and yield insights into crystallization processes. We review such recent microfluidic devices and

particularly emphasize lab-on-chips dedicated to the high-throughput screening of crystallization

conditions of proteins with nanolitre consumption. We also thoroughly discuss the possibilities offered

by the microfluidic tools to acquire thermodynamic and kinetic data that may improve industrial

processes and shed a new light on nucleation and growth mechanisms.
Fig. 1 Schematic view of a multidimensional diagram. T, c1 and c2 are,

respectively, the temperature, the concentration in solute and in preci-
I. Towards microfluidic crystallization

Nucleation and growth of crystals from a liquid phase is an

experience of everyday life: production of salt by evaporation of

seawater, formation of snowflakes at adequate temperature

conditions. Understanding, predicting and optimizing crystal-

lization mechanisms are also important needs in our industrial-

ized world. The requested information specifically depends

on the research field. For chemistry, crystallization is a key point

of many processes (purification, food engineering, drugs

synthesis.1–3) and the useful data are the solubilities, habits,

existence of polymorphs, estimations of nucleation/growth rates

etc. In structural biology, and due to an overwhelming genetic

information, there is a huge demand for well-diffracting crystals

of biological macromolecules. The determination of the tri-

dimensional structures of these molecules from X-ray crystal-

lography, is indeed essential to understand their functions, and

for a rational design of specific drugs.

In this work, we review how microfluidic technologies may

assist the investigation of crystallization. The latter is a complex

process involving nucleation and growth until at least one germ is

visible, and thus couples kinetics to thermodynamics. Despite

many experimental and theoretical developments, crystallization

still remains a puzzling phenomenon,1,2 and there is no accurate

theory to substitute for empirical approaches. We will show

below how miniaturized fluidic tools permit a unique control of

the kinetic pathways undergone in a phase diagram and also

yield thorough insight into nucleation and growth processes for

inorganic and biological molecules.

The crystallization process deals both with thermodynamic

and kinetic features in multidimensional phase spaces as

sketched in Fig. 1. Thermodynamic data are the solubility lines,

the presence of metastable phases, polymorphs, liquid–liquid

separation., and they depend on multiple parameters such as

the temperature, pH, solvent, impurities, etc. Additionally,

kinetic trajectories in the phase diagram are relevant to control

most of the final properties of the synthesized crystals. The path

followed in the diagram controls the nucleation and growth of

the crystals, and thus their number, size, and morphology. Major
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theoretical and computational work, and the emergence of model

systems such as globular proteins and colloidal systems, recently

brought insights into the general understanding of nucleation.4–7

Indeed, these soft matter systems display long relaxation times

and tunable interactions that allow to partially decouple

thermodynamics from kinetics, and thus to revisit the process of

nucleation and growth under a microscope.

The benefits of microfluidics – studying crystallization sets

specific objectives; we may want to collect thermodynamic or

kinetic data, or grow good crystals for diffraction purposes. In

the crystallization literature, there are essentially two strategies

for getting such information: (i) adopt brute force as in combi-

natorial chemistry to multiply experiments; (ii) focus on a specific

point to unveil fundamental mechanisms.

Microfluidics actually offers a range of tools that are helpful to

revisit these two approaches of crystallization. The microfluidic

technology is a toolbox to manipulate liquids in networks of

microchannels with 1–100 mm length scales. Such networks

mimic classical experiments performed in a laboratory, but with

an unequalled control of the transport phenomena.8–10 In the

specific context of crystallization,11,12 these fluidic tools essen-

tially permit the manipulation of aqueous solutions around room

temperature. The range of application was originally quite

limited but constant progress in the microfluidic technology now

yields original features that permits the researcher to:

1. Perform high-throughput data acquisition using crystalli-

zation assays down to 1 nL;
pitating agent. Continuous lines are the solubilities and dashed lines

indicate the presence of a metastable phase and the kinetic extent of the

metastable zone. The arrow represents a complex and specific kinetic

pathway.
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2. Design specific kinetic routes using the excellent control of

the mass and heat transfers due to the reduction of the length

scales and on-chip integration of sensors and actuators;

3. Bring new experimental conditions to investigate crystalli-

zation, with no turbulence, no or little gravity effect, confine-

ment, and large surface/volume ratio. Additionally, the small

volumes V of microfluidics are of special interest for nucleation.

The mean nucleation time (f 1/V) may exceed the growth

kinetics of the crystals13 and only one nucleation event is

therefore statistically observed: this mononuclear mechanism

is essential to estimate nucleation kinetics and investigate

polymorphism.

In the following review, we describe the most recent micro-

fluidic developments for studying crystallization. We focus first

on the acquisition of fundamental data for chemical and phar-

maceutical industries, with a detailed description of nucleation

kinetics measurements. We then turn to the specific case of the

protein crystallization for which microfluidics displays state of

the art fluid manipulation at the nL scale.
Fig. 2 (a) On-chip solubility measurement: PDMS device to store

hundreds of droplets of different concentrations and create two-dimen-

sional array of droplets containing an aqueous solution at different

concentrations and temperatures. Crystals appear as bright pixels using

birefringence and solubility is directly read from such measurements

(reproduced with permission from ref. 14). (b) Statistics: microfluidic

device to store hundreds of nanolitre droplets and investigate poly-

morphism of aqueous solutions (reproduced with permission from ref.

15). This chip gives measurements of the solubilities of forms II and III of

potassium nitrate in water, the corresponding habits in the droplets are

shown (scale bars 100 mm).
II. Data acquisition for microfluidic crystallization

We start with the important and recurrent task of characterizing

crystallization, as for drug discovery for instance. There is a need

of high throughput and in situ analytical characterization (such

as Raman spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction). The tools presented

below challenge in efficiency, cost, and accuracy the most

modern robotic platforms and are now nearly mature for an

everyday laboratory use. We will detail how they provide original

information on basic thermodynamic and kinetic features of

crystallization. When required, we use classical nucleation theory

as a guide for understanding crystallization. It relates the

nucleation rate J, the number of critical nuclei produced per unit

of time and volume to the supersaturation S (concentration/

solubility), the actual driving force of nucleation.16,17 As

a stochastic model, it defines the mean time of appearance of the

first event of nucleation in a volume V: tn ¼ 1/JV. While not

perfectly adapted to nucleation in solution,16–18 this theoretical

guide nevertheless points out the important control parameters

offered by microfluidics, as for instance a very good control of V

and thermal transfers upon cooling.We describe now several

measurements that fully exploit these advantages.
A. On-chip solubility measurement

The most important quantity when studying a solid compound is

probably its solubility in various solvents. It indeed governs the

crystallization process (temperature, solvent exchange, evapo-

ration.), and plays an important role for the level of super-

saturation that can be reached. Measurements of solubilities may

be rather long and fastidious,1,2 whereas industrial researchers

often need rapid screening of solubilities. Costly robotic work-

stations are thus often required.

Laval et al. recently proposed a droplet-based microfluidic

chip for rapid screening of solubility diagrams.14 This silicon/

PDMS device permits the generation of aqueous nanolitre-sized

droplets carried in an oil stream (see ref. 19,20 for reviews on

two-phase flow microfluidics). Automated valves allow the

storing of a bi-dimensional array of hundreds of aqueous
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droplets, at different compositions and temperatures (see

Fig. 2a). By visual inspection of the droplets containing crystals,

this array of z100 nL droplets permits a direct and quantitative

reading of a solubility diagram concentration vs. temperature. In

ref. 14, ten points of the solubility curve of a small organic

molecule are estimated in only 1 h using z250 mL of solution.

The future developments of such tools will concern the possi-

bilities to deal with a large range of organic solvents, not always

compatible with the standard PDMS technology.

B. Probing polymorphism

For pharmaceutical and chemical industries, the control of

polymorphism is essential since it governs, for instance, the

biodisponibility of the active molecule, and more generally all the

physical properties of the solid state (concerning polymorphism

see ref. 21–24). Despite intense fundamental research, the

following McCrone’s statement ‘‘the number of polymorphs of

a material is proportional to the time spent investigating’’ often

holds.25 Again, high-throughput strategies involving robotics

coupled with analytical measurements, is often necessary.26

Microfluidics, as a tool to perform multiple assays with small

amounts of liquids, is thus promising.

Recently, Shinohara et al. performed a microfluidic screening

of C60 crystallization that reveals various metastable phases.27

These authors exploit a very large interfacial area per unit of

volume to identify metastable forms of C60 during its precipita-

tion at an organic/alcohol liquid interface, that would not be
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 24–34 | 25



observed in larger volumes. Laval et al. also developed recently

a droplet-based device to investigate polymorphism15 (see

Fig. 2b). First, hundreds of z100 nL droplets of an aqueous

solution (potassium nitrate) are engineered in a silicone oil

stream, and stored above its solubility temperature. Then, the

temperature is decreased slowly until all the droplets contain

crystals. In the range of investigated supersaturations, the

volume of the droplets is small enough to induce mononuclear

nucleation. Eventually, the temperature is slowly increased and

dissolution temperatures of the crystals are measured. This

thermal cycle reveals two different solubility temperatures.

Ramanmicrospectroscopy28measurements performed directly in

the droplets can confirm the vibrational signature of several

species or polymorphs.

The mononuclear feature of the nucleation step is essential to

explain these results. Indeed, polynuclear nucleation would

certainly occur in larger volumes, resulting in the nucleation of

the two different polymorphs in the same volume. Thus, poly-

morphic transitions would dissolve the metastable forms, and

induce the growth of the stable ones.22 In the droplets, such

polymorphic transformations cannot occur as nucleation is

mononuclear most of the time. Moreover, other polymorphic

transformations may be hindered because the mass transfers are

governed by diffusion. Eventually, the small volume of the

crystallizer allows one to reach large supersaturations that may

unveil unexpected metastable forms.
C. Nucleation kinetics at the nL scale

Estimating the nucleation rate J in solution is a difficult task, and

the available data remain confusing.16 First, it is a stochastic

process and statistical measurements are required. The nature

itself of the measured value must be questioned: the classical

method consists in measuring the induction time ti between the

application of a supersaturation S and the appearance of the first

detectable crystals. But it is generally difficult to relate this

induction time to the nucleation rate J: indeed, ti depends on the

sensitivity of the detection device and many crystals may nucleate

before the detection of the first one. Further, it implicitly includes

a growth stage before the first germ is detectable.17 Additionally,

a large sample of unavoidable impurities induce heterogeneous

nucleation and homogeneous rates are thus often misestimated.

Eventually, it is very difficult to apply sudden and homogeneous

supersaturation in bulk crystallizers, particularly when dealing

with thermal treatments.

To overcome these difficulties, several authors proposed in the

50s the droplet method,29–31 that consists of investigating crystal-

lization in small reactors. More precisely, an initial volume is

divided into a large numberN of small, identical and independent

crystallizers of volume V. When N greatly exceeds the number of

impurities present in the initial volume, some of them will not

contain foreign nucleation sites and homogeneous nucleation

may thus occur there. Moreover, the temporal evolution of the

fraction of the reactors containing crystals can be related to the

rate J when their volumes are small enough for mononuclear

nucleation. In such a simplified case, the probability P(t)

of a nucleation event is given by: P(t) ¼ 1 � exp(� JVt), where

t ¼ 0 corresponds to the applied supersaturation. In a typical

experiment using this method, the fraction f(t) of reactors
26 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 24–34
containing a crystal evolves at small time scales according to the

heterogeneous mechanism since some reactors contain impuri-

ties. At long time scales, all these impurities induced the forma-

tion of crystals, and homogeneous nucleation occurs in the

remaining reactors. Nucleation rate may then be estimated since

f evolves as log(1 � f) � � JVt.31

Since the pioneering work of Vonnegut, Turnbull, Pound and

La Mer29–31 concerning the crystallization of supercooled drop-

lets (mercury, tin etc.), this method has been used by many

groups to estimate homogeneous rates of alkane crystalliza-

tion,34,35 ice formation,36 and crystallization of fats.37 However,

the droplet method raised many experimental difficulties, espe-

cially when dealing with solutions. Indeed, droplets are generally

produced by emulsification of the solution in an inert phase, and

are never perfectly monodisperse.38 Polydispersity therefore

alters the effective nucleation frequency and makes the precise

measurement of the nucleation rate J difficult.39 Surfactants may

also interfere with the bulk crystallization process, and surface

nucleation may occur at the interface between the solution and

the inert phase. Moreover, nucleation events in the different

droplets may not be independent, especially in concentrated

emulsions.34 Eventually, the detection of the fraction of droplets

containing crystals is difficult to achieve experimentally and most

of the time indirect.

Microfluidic technologies provide tools to overcome most of

these experimental limitations. For instance, droplet-based

systems provide a unique way to produce a large number of

monodisperse reactors whose volume can be finely tuned.

Thermal control is easily implemented on-chip, and analytical

tools can be used to monitor the presence of the crystals in the

droplets. White and Frost proposed in 1959 the first microfluidic

droplet method for investigating nucleation kinetics in solution.32

In this innovative work, droplets of an aqueous solution are

continuously formed in a mineral oil stream using a flow dropper

similar to recent systems.40 The flow dropper is a microfluidic

device consisting of a capillary tube nested in another one (see

Fig. 3a). The volume of the droplets can be tuned between a few

tens of nanolitres to one microlitre by varying the flow rates of

the aqueous and oil streams. Droplets are then stored in

a column of mineral oil, and supersaturation is created with

a defined temperature quench. Microfluidics in such a case allows

the production of perfectly monodisperse droplets acting as

microreactors for crystallization, without the need of surfactants.

This device has been used later in 1964 by Melia and Moffitt to

investigate nucleation of various inorganic salts in aqueous

solutions.41 Importantly, they demonstrated that nucleation is

always heterogeneous for the investigated range of parameters.

Using similar ideas and devices, Gong et al. recently measured

the kinetics of nucleation of colloidal crystals33 (see Fig. 3b).

Droplets of thermoresponsive colloids were engineered using

a flow dropper device and stored for further analysis. Crystalli-

zation was induced by cooling, and the authors identified using

microscopy a maximal droplet size for mononuclear nucleation

(V < 1 nL). The evolution of the fraction of droplets containing

colloidal crystals provided estimations of the nucleation rates

that were different from those performed in bulk using light

scattering. Bulk measurements indeed overestimate the kinetics

due to heterogeneous and polynuclear nucleation. The same

year, Dombrowski et al. developed a similar microfluidic device
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



Fig. 4 Examples of directed growth of electrolyte crystals in confined

microevaporation geometries:46 (a) linear growth of copper sulfate, here

showing faceted crystals; (b) exploiting microfabrication for imparting

a right-angle turn to a growing cubic lattice of a potassium chloride; (c)

copper sulfate observed in between crossed polarizers and growing in

a forest of PDMS poles. The thickness of the crystals is about 20 mm in

the three pictures.

Fig. 3 (a) Flow dropper developed by White and Frost in 1959 to

produce monodisperse droplets. Right: evolution of the fraction of

droplets that do not contain a crystal after a temperature quench below

the solubility temperature of an aqueous solution (reproduced with

permission from ref. 32). (b) A modern microfluidic device to produce

droplets containing thermoresponsive colloids (PNIPAM). Right: poly-

nuclear nucleation of colloidal crystals occurs in large droplets (500 mm

size), whereas only one crystal nucleates in smaller droplets (100 mm size)

(reproduced with permission from ref. 33).
to study the crystallization of lactose.42 Droplets of an aqueous

lactose solution were engineered using a T-junction and

incubated in a PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) tube, at a given

cooling temperature. For the investigated range of droplet

volume and supersaturation, polynuclear nucleation occured.

The measurement of the fraction of droplets containing zero,

only one, or multiple crystals at a given time led to estimations of

the nucleation kinetics. The authors also point out that the

crystal size distribution of the particles produced using such

a device was significantly decreased compared to the classical

process in large crystallizers. Also the same year, Laval et al.

developed a microfluidic PDMS device to perform a continuous

droplet method on-chip.43 Monodisperse droplets (<100 nL) of

an aqueous solution were continuously produced above the

solubility temperature of the investigated solution, and carried

by a silicone oil stream. With a specific channel network and

thanks to a controlled thermal gradient, large temperature

quenches were applied to the droplets as they flowed downstream

a long microchannel (up to 50 �C in 10 s). The long residence time

in the device permits the performance of continuous measure-

ments of the fraction f of droplets containing crystals, from 10 s

up to a few minutes. The confrontation of data obtained on an

aqueous potassium nitrate solution with the classical nucleation

theory revealed heterogeneous mechanisms.

For proteins and organic molecules, there is to our knowledge,

no microfluidic developments of the droplet method to measure

nucleation kinetics. Several groups used robotic approaches44 or

iterative measurements45 to estimate nucleation rates of model
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
proteins. For these complex molecules, growth rates are intrin-

sically small and mononuclear mechanisms do not occur even if

the volumes involved are small. Specific supersaturation profiles

such as those used in ref. 44 are therefore needed to perform

precise rate measurements. Droplet-based microfluidics permits

the manipulation of microreactors on-chip, and will thus

certainly prove useful in the near future to investigate nucleation

kinetics of biological molecules.

D. Nucleation and growth in confined geometries

There is virtually no work devoted to crystalline growth in

microfluidic cells. This might be due to the ubiquitous yet

undesirable clogging of channels upon apparition of solid

particles. While droplets prevent blocking and are unique for

studying nucleation, they are not quite adequate for the inves-

tigation of growth. Indeed, they are of finite volume and are thus

soon exhausted after nucleation. Instead, an open system such as

a microevaporator46 is used to induce the nucleation and growth

of electrolyte crystals in complex geometries (Fig. 4).

These tools use a membrane to extract solvent from a micro-

channel and to concentrate virtually any solute: as the channel in

contact with a membrane is connected to a reservoir, evaporation

drains the solution from the reservoir and progressively

concentrates the solute at the tip of the channel. The device has

proved useful for inducing the crystallization of several species46

with access to quantitative data about nucleation.

Soon after nucleation, growth takes place as the crystal is

continuously fed by fresh solute advected from the reservoir.

Fig. 4a shows an example of long needle-like crystals of elec-

trolyte that grew at a pace imparted by geometry, and which is in

this case adequate for getting afaceted crystals. Interestingly, the

habit of the crystals seems to change significantly when fed at an

extremely low rate.46

Microevaporation is a natural tool for crystal growth, as by

essence it feeds continuously a nucleated crystal. Note also that

the absence of turbulent and gravity effects makes the technique

prone to growing good quality crystals. Microfabrication may

also add up an important contribution with the extreme control

of fabricated geometry. The coupling of a neatly controlled

growth and specific geometries leads to results of Fig. 4b and c

which illustrate the emergence of experimental conditions which

were not possible before. Fig. 4b shows a cubic atomic crystal
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 24–34 | 27



growing at a controlled rate in a geometry compatible with its

structure, a right-angle turn: the crystal changes facet to carry on

the growth. Fundamental questions arise: what would happen

during the growth in a more progressive turn? How does the

symmetry of the crystal get coupled to the symmetry of the

complex geometry? A more complex situation (Fig. 4c) couples

two geometries: that of a non-cubic lattice growing in a channel

pierced with a square lattice of poles. The two lattices are not

expected to interfere too strongly; yet, the crystal nucleates

a region of defects after crossing a pole which is of considerable

extent and may alter the growth. The extension of this work to

colloidal systems seems promising as it might be more straight-

forward to investigate the fault managing system (as compared to

molecular systems) and how a material may heal during the

growth process.
Fig. 6 (a) Microfluidic FID device containing 144 crystallization

chambers. Middle: details on three of these 25 nL chambers, and right:

thaumatin crystal obtained using this method (reproduced with permis-

sion from ref. 54). (b) Left: screening of crystallization conditions of

a membrane protein in z15 nL droplets (reproduced with permission

from ref. 58). Middle: array ofz40 nL wells in a PDMS chip containing

different reactants, and right: crystals of an unknown protein obtained

using this chip (reproduced with permission from ref. 63).
III. Microfluidic devices for protein crystallization

Since there is no way to predict a priori the crystallization

conditions of a given protein (except for globular ones5), also

because multi-dimensional phase diagrams have to be explored

(pH, temperature, crystallizing agents.) and due to the

minute amounts of bio-molecules available, high-throughput

approaches consuming small amounts are required. The current

strategies consist of:47,48 (i) performing random screening using

sparse matrix reactants known to induce crystallization of other

proteins; (ii) making optimizations (change the kinetics, finely

tune the concentrations, control mass and heat transfers) around

the crystallization hit to improve the diffraction qualities of the

crystal; (iii) harvesting the crystal and perform X-ray measure-

ments. Since high-throughput is required, and because proteins

are often available in small quantities, robotic tools manipulating

50 nL–1 mL volumes of liquids are often used.47–51 Such small

volumes are not a limitation since the minimal size of the crystals

can be of the order of z50 mm thanks to the developments of

X-ray optics.52

Moreover, kinetic aspects always play an important role, and

nucleation and growth of the crystals have to be finely tuned to

obtain suitable diffraction features.53 Crystal growth conditions

are optimal in the metastable zone but nucleation rarely occurs

there, whereas nucleation is favored in the labile zone, but

growth conditions lead there to crystals of poor diffraction

qualities (see Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Typical solubility diagram of a protein (adapted from ref. 53),

and some crystallization conditions: vapor-diffusion (blue), batch

(green), and free-interface diffusion FID (red).
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Therefore, optimized experiments rely on well-defined trajec-

tories in the phase diagram. Microbatch crystallization only

investigates a fixed supersaturation S, and thus does not exploit

any kinetic path through the phase diagram. For fast nucleation

kinetics however, mixing of the different compounds can influ-

ence the final crystalline state. Methods such as free-interface

diffusion FID and counter-diffusion (gradient of S both in space

and time), vapor-diffusion (increase of S until equilibrium is

reached), and dialysis (increase of S at fixed concentration of

protein) correspond all to different kinetic trajectories in the

phase diagram (see Fig. 6a), that help to optimize crystallization.

Performing high-throughput screening of both kinetic routes and

crystallization conditions is highly necessary but difficult to

implement with the classical means. Microfluidics, as shown

below, can improve the high-throughput strategy (smaller

consumption with more assays), and the control of the kinetic

pathways to grow crystals with acceptable qualities.

A. Miniaturized free-interface diffusion devices for high-

throughput crystallization down to several nL

The first microfluidic device for high-throughput screening of

protein crystallization conditions is a miniaturized and paral-

lelized version of the free-interface diffusion (FID) method by

Hansen et al.54 This glass/PDMS device integrates pumps and

valves (up to 480 valves in the present version, see Fig. 6a) and is

automated to perform 144 crystallization trials in 25 nL reaction

chambers on the same chip. Since PDMS is gas-permeable,

priming of all the wells is possible with only a few microlitres of

a protein sample, by pipetting manually different crystallizing

agents. FID starts with well-defined interfaces in all the chambers

when valves are opened. Miniaturization of the crystallizer is

essential: mixing between crystallizing agents and proteins only
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



occurs by molecular diffusion. There is no buoyancy-driven

convection instabilities at such small length scales that would

induce unwanted mixing and may disturb the growth of crystals.

Moreover, the lithography permits the precise design of the

geometries of the crystallization chambers, and therefore to play

with the kinetics of mixing, without any changes on the final

equilibrium states.
B. Droplet-based microfluidics for high-throughput screening

of crystallization conditions

Ismagilov et al. proposed to screen crystallization conditions of

proteins using two-phase flow microfluidics. These devices

exploit the possibility to generate aqueous nanolitre-sized drop-

lets carried in an inert oil stream.55,56 Such droplets containing

given amounts of crystallizing agents and proteins, act as small

crystallizers whose volume can be precisely fixed (from about

0.1 to 100 nL).

In ref. 55,56 the screening is performed by continuous changes

of the flow rates of different aqueous streams (protein, crystal-

lizing agents) before the formation of the droplets. Providing

a low frequency droplet formation (z2 Hz for 7.5 nL droplets in

ref. 55), the authors manage to control the concentrations within

a 15% level of confidence. An array of droplets with different

crystallization conditions is therefore created, and can be incu-

bated either in the PDMS chip or in an external glass capillary

once flow rates are stopped. Using such techniques, many

conditions can be screened with small amounts of consumed

proteins (several mL).

A crucial issue in such experiments, is the nature of the oil.

Perfluoroalkanes oils (PFP) prevent any transport of water from

the droplets over long periods of time (up to a few weeks as

mentioned in ref. 56), and the droplets thus act as perfect

microbatch reactors. Using water-permeable oils, it is however

possible to reproduce vapor-diffusion experiments. Indeed, the

authors managed to store arrays of droplets with alternating

compositions, and the chemical potential difference between the

droplets concentrates or swells the plugs containing the proteins.

Such a control of the kinetic pathway in the phase diagram will

be discussed in section IIIE.

The same group proposed later a simpler approach using

stored arrays of droplets.57 Basically, several z15 nL plugs

containing different aqueous reactants in PFP are prepared

manually and stored in a PTFE tube. To avoid coalescence and

water permeation between these droplets, they are separated by

gas plugs. This array can be stored for months when transferred

in a glass capillary. To screen crystallization conditions, the array

is first transferred again into a PTFE tube which is then inserted

in a PDMS T-junction. This chip permits the merging of the

array with a protein stream driven at a given flow rate. In the

conditions studied by these authors, the protein stream merges

within the different plugs of the array, and the resulting droplets

are collected again in a glass capillary for incubation. These

authors managed to screen 48 different conditions of crystalli-

zation provided by a commercial sparse matrix, using only 1 mL

of a model protein.

Once hits of crystallization are found using random screening,

one generally tries to optimize the crystallization by slight

changes of the conditions. Li et al. proposed a hybrid method
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
including the ideas of the works55,57 mentioned previously, to

perform simultaneously the screening and the subsequent opti-

mization in nanolitre droplets.58 The idea consists of storing an

array of large drops (z100–150 nL) containing different

precipitants as in ref. 57. All these droplets are again separated by

gas plugs to avoid coalescence and contamination. This array is

then inserted in a PDMS chip, and flowed under pressure. The

large plugs then form long segments that act as continuous

streams and form, when combined with a protein and a buffer

streams, smaller droplets (z15 nL) whose composition can be

varied by continuous changes of the flow rates. These plugs are

again stored in a PTFE tube for incubation (see Fig. 6b). Using

such a hybrid method, Li et al. performed up to 1300 crystalli-

zation trials in z10 nL plugs, using only 10 mL of sample, and

showed successfully that this strategy is suitable for handling

solutions of membrane proteins.58 This method, however,

requires a high control of the microfluidic aspects of droplet

flows. First, one needs to store arrays of drops and manipulate

them as long streams in a PDMS chip. Second, one also needs to

implement continuous changes of the flow rates to change the

composition. Indexing the droplets is an important issue because

thousands of different reactors can be formed in less than 20 min.

In the work of Li et al., indexing the droplets is done using

a continuous change of their volume by continuously changing

the carrier fluid flow rate. Finally, the input array and the output

droplets are stored in long PFTE tubes inserted in the PDMS

chip to avoid evaporation for long term storage.

Several problems when dealing with droplets have to be

mentioned. First, elasticity of PDMS devices and injection

systems often induce long transients with pressure-driven flows,

and large volumes of samples (several mL) may therefore be

consumed before droplet flows are stable (this stability is

required to know the concentrations). More importantly, diffi-

culties often concern the mechanism of droplet formation itself.

Indeed, it requires a good control of surface chemistry, and

strongly depends on many parameters such as the viscosities, the

geometries of the channels, the surface tensions etc. Even if

recent works successfully captured the fundamental mecha-

nisms,59,60 a complete understanding of droplet formation is still

missing. It may thus be difficult for a group without a strong

knowledge of two-phase flows and without any microfluidic

know-how, to create droplets, to control their traffic and their

merging, namely when dealing with membrane protein solutions

or with solutions presenting very different properties (viscosity,

surface tensions etc.).

Ismagilov et al. did major work concerning droplet micro-

fluidics19 and concerning the chemistry of the surfactants and oils

used to perform the above experiments.61 Indeed, in order to

mimic perfect microbatch conditions, they identified fluorinated

oils that were nearly impermeable to water, and synthesized

oligoethylene glycol-capped perfluorinated surfactants that

prevented protein adsorption at the interface of the droplets. To

handle membrane proteins, they also used perfluoroamines that

provided high surface tension.
C. Engineered microbatch experiments

Another strategy relies on the microfabrication of micro-

batch using lithography techniques. Early on, Juarez et al.
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 24–34 | 29



Fig. 7 Microfluidic formulator to investigate protein phase diagram.

The diameter of the mixing ring is 1.5 mm. This device allows an auto-

mated exploration of the protein supersolubility as shown below on

a given example, squares indicate the precipitation region (reproduced
manufactured a 10 � 10 array of 5 mL wells etched in a silicon

wafer.62 The silicon presents a high thermal conductivity and

therefore linear temperature gradients can be applied across the

array of wells (typically from 15 to 35 �C in ref. 62). Such

a microfabricated plate permits screening with only 250 mL of

protein solution manually pipetted in the wells, different condi-

tions of temperature that give different nucleation and growth

mechanisms. There is however, no microfluidic handling of the

fluids, and microfabrication is only used to manufacture specific

geometries in given substrates.

Recently, Zhou et al.63 proposed a microfluidic approach that

does not require the use of valves or syringes for handling fluids.

The authors microfabricate an array of wells (typically 150 wells

of 20 nL), in various substrates such as PDMS, glass or poly-

(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). For priming these wells, PDMS

microchannels are fabricated and aligned above them. As

proposed by Hansen et al.,54 aqueous solutions plugged at the

inlets of the device naturally fill the chambers when PDMS is

previously degassed. All the wells can thus be filled with only

5 mL of protein sample. Then by aligning chambers filled by the

same method with different precipitants, an array of crystalli-

zation conditions is created without any syringes or valves (see

Fig. 6b). Mixing between proteins and precipitants occurs

through a FID route as in the device of Hansen et al., even if the

valves in ref. 54 allow a better control of the kinetics of mixing. In

the above chips, evaporation is a key point, since long incubation

times are often required. To overcome these difficulties, layers of

paraffin oil covering wells etched in glass slides prevent evapo-

ration for months, as noted in ref. 63.

with permission from ref. 64).
D. Microfluidic phase diagram determination to optimize

crystallization conditions

Generally, hits of crystallization are randomly searched using

reactants known to crystallize other proteins. Then conditions

have to be optimized to improve the quality of the crystals. To

rationalize such a strategy, Hansen et al. developed a micro-

fluidic method consisting roughly in three steps.64 First, a vast

screening of the solubility of a given protein is performed in

a parameter space including different buffers and crystallizing

agents, but also different protein concentrations. Promising

conditions are found within this solubility fingerprint when

instantaneous precipitation is observed. This screening does not

measure the thermodynamic solubility, but the kinetic extent of

the metastability limit, sometimes called the supersolubility.18

In a second step, precise phase diagrams are obtained around

the promising conditions revealed previously, in order to esti-

mate the limit of the supersolubility of the target protein.

Conditions that reside just below the supersolubility are propi-

tious for crystallizing the protein. Eventually, crystallization

trials are performed at these conditions, using either microfluidic

FID described above,54 or conventional microbatch or vapor-

diffusion experiments.

This ambitious strategy is made possible thanks to the devel-

opment of a microfluidic formulator64 (see Fig. 7). This complex

chip, based on the PDMS multilayer technique, integrates

a microfluidic multiplexor and a rotary mixer.65,66 Mixtures from

32 reactants (salts, polymers, proteins etc.) are generated using

this chip at precise known concentrations in a 5 nL ring. The
30 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 24–34
rotary device then mixes the reactants in a few seconds, and

image analysis reveals whether precipitation occurs at this stage.

About 4000 titration experiments can be performed in only one

day, and using only 8 mL of protein sample. The formulator chip

is used in the same way to screen phase diagrams around the

most promising conditions found during the measurement of the

solubility fingerprint. Each phase space consisting of 72 different

mixtures, is performed using only z100 nL of protein sample,

and helps to define the extent of the metastable region (see

Fig. 7). This strategy has been applied successfully to crystallize

diverse proteins known to be difficult to crystallize.67,68 Such

a method also significantly improves the probability of obtaining

crystals, compared to the classical random strategy. Moreover, it

is important to mention the high-throughput features of this

device, that consumes less sample (a few mL) for more tests

(thousands of titrations per day).
E. Passive and active control with kinetics

As already mentioned, kinetics plays a highly relevant role to

obtain good quality crystals for X-ray measurements. This is

particularly relevant to the field of protein crystallization which

is prone to metastability with several habits, polymorphs, and

other out-of-equilibrium structures (e.g. gels, clusters69). Micro-

fluidics, as demonstrated below, offers great opportunities to

precisely follow defined kinetic pathways such as those displayed

in Fig. 5.
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Often mentioned but rarely discussed, evaporation is a real

problem for long term storage, especially in microfluidic devices

(droplets, micro-wells). Volume loss and concentration evolution

lead to the wrong determination of supersaturations that are

involved during crystallization. If getting a crystal is often the

only goal of the study, knowing the exact conditions is, however,

important to reproduce the crystallization conditions in other

systems, for instance vapor-batch diffusion. To bypass the

difficulty due to evaporation, the chosen route is to promote it

instead of preventing it. More precisely, by contacting micro-

systems with an osmotic bath, it is possible to regulate the

exchanges between the microsystem and the bath so to control

the chemical potential of a solution. Including an exchange

membrane is thus a key issue for technological improvement of

microsystems. While many microsystems incorporate polymeric

membranes for dialysis, concentration, filtration, etc.,70 the role

of a PDMS membrane is of special interest, it being the core

material of many microfluidic chips. Indeed, PDMS is permeable

to gas and liquids such as water, even though hydrophobic, and

has been extensively used as such since the 60s in the industry for

pervaporation.71 In PDMS microsystems dedicated to protein

crystallization, evaporation through the PDMS can be a major

disadvantage for long term storage72 and humidity around the

chip has to be controlled.73 Furthermore, osmotic regulation

across PDMS membranes has been implemented in several

microsystems and the most advanced ones do combine several

modules: formulation, addressing, and concentration/dissolution

cycles. As shown below, such osmotic regulation also permits the

tuning of the kinetic paths followed in the phase diagram during

a crystallization experiment.

Using this approach, Fraden’s group developed the so-called

phase chip which is designed to efficiently screen the phase

diagram of multi-component aqueous systems (see Fig. 8a). The

twomain innovations of this droplet-based microsystem are (i) to

dock droplets (initially formulated) into wells where (ii) they are

in contact through a thin layer of oil with a PDMS membrane
Fig. 8 (a) Phase chip developed by Shim et al. to control the crystalli-

zation conditions in stored nanolitre droplets, using dialysis through

a PDMS membrane (reproduced with permission from ref. 75). (b)

Schematic time-controlled seeding droplets to separate nucleation and

growth stages (reproduced with permission from ref. 78).
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and an osmotic bath underneath. In this osmotic bath either dry

gas or water at fixed chemical potential, tuned with a dissolved

salt (NaCl), is flowed. In a set of two papers,74,75 the authors

carefully check the working conditions of the device: they are

able to swell or concentrate droplets with excellent kinetic

control (see Fig. 8a). A typical swelling/shrinkage time is z1 h,

but depends on the ionic strength of the bath, as quantitatively

described by a simple model. These osmotic conditions are used

to study phase diagrams of aqueous solutions such as polymer

and salt in water: the latter system is successfully studied and

homogeneous phases along with liquid–liquid decomposition are

observed.74 The chip is then used to study the crystallization of

model proteins75 with a neat kinetic control: in particular, the

pathway followed in the experiments permits the formation of

many nuclei (high supersaturations), most of which are then

dissolved by osmotic swelling of the drop to select only a few of

them, that will eventually produce good quality crystals in the

sense of X-ray scattering. It is therefore possible via an osmotic

control to decouple nucleation and growth of protein crystals

(see Fig. 8a).

Analogue results based on osmotic exchange were obtained in

a large scale version of FID76 with valves that control the

diffusion process and a membrane that offers an osmotic regu-

lation. It is used to crystallize several proteins and to investigate

what are the ideal conditions. Additionally, the authors observe

that the crystallization habits are modified by the experimental

conditions, but no explanation is given. As explained later in

section IIIF, one of the main advantages of the chip is to directly

allow the use of cryoprotectant to shield the crystal from X-ray

damages.

A last example of membrane-controlled crystallization is given

by Lau et al.77 This complex chip integrates a formulation stage,

a droplet injector, and a two-phase storage module. The

formulator, as described previously in section IIID, gives esti-

mations of the limit of metastability by monitoring the occur-

rence of a precipitate in a 5 nL mixture of protein and reagents.64

Furthermore, this chip allows the formation of nanolitre droplets

from the formulated mixtures, and their incubation in a storage

module. The latter is associated to a membrane exchange zone

which insures a constant chemical potential of the plugs, unlike

preliminary versions of the same device where evaporation was

problematic. Here, the real strength is the real-time feedback on

precipitation, and the further kinetic optimization of crystalli-

zation, through an active control of the osmotic bath.

Droplet-based crystallization assays are thus interesting for

controlling a kinetic pathway via membrane exchange. Analo-

gous yet less efficient is the exchange between droplets in a train

across the oil separating them.56 As mentioned previously in

section IIIB, it is indeed possible to alternate droplets of the

solution to crystallize and droplets of brine that are used as

a reservoir to concentrate the protein solution by diffusion across

the oil spacer. The choice of the latter is important, along with

the distance between droplets which control the (slow) matura-

tion process. However, the evolution is unidirectional, there is no

active control on the concentration process, unlike the case of

membrane exchange. Besides evaporation, droplets are used for

another kinetic pathway: the so-called seeding technique for

crystal growth. It essentially decouples the nucleation of a seed

from the growth of the latter into another bath were conditions
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 24–34 | 31



are optimized. In general, high supersaturation is required for

nucleation of seeds while low supersaturation is needed for

ordered growth, and the two sets of conditions are often

disjointed. Ismagilov’s group uses this technique to induce the

formation of seeds in highly saturated mixtures of proteins and

precipitant (nucleation conditions) and then sends the droplets

into larger ones where the solution gets diluted to reach ordered

growth conditions78 (see Fig. 8b). The number of seeds can be

optimized by tuning the incubation time prior to lowering the

supersaturation. The two stages are thus decoupled and

challenging proteins were crystallized.

Eventually, microfluidics allows passive action on the kinetics

through a neat control of the mass transfers, since it involves

optimized geometries (designed by lithography) with small length

scales. The microfluidic FID described previously in section IIIA

is a perfect example: through the design of the geometry of the

connecting chambers (see Fig. 6a), it is possible to tune the

pathway followed during the FID route to the final mixed state.54

In a recent work by Sauter et al.,12 channel networks were

manufactured to reproduce counter-diffusion crystallization

experiments in a microfluidic format. Gradients of crystallization

conditions depending on the channel geometries are obtained. In

all these devices and due to the small length scales, mixing of the

compounds only occurs through molecular diffusion, and the

design of the channel network permits it to act on the mixing

kinetics. Using similar ideas, Taljera et al. manufactured an

evaporation-based crystallization platform to identify and

optimize conditions for protein crystallization.79 In this device,

microlitre-sized droplets containing known concentrations of

protein and reactants evaporate through a channel of well-

defined geometry. The design of the channel geometry permits

the precise control of the rate of evaporation, and thus the kinetic

pathway through the phase diagram. Using such a precise

control of the evaporation, and thus on the drying rates, these

authors demonstrate recently that kinetic parameters (nucle-

ation, crystal growth) can be estimated from such experiments

using kinetic models.80
F. Crystal harvesting vs. on-chip X-ray diffraction

Once a protein crystal is obtained, one has to harvest it and

mount it for X-ray measurements. To reduce radiation damage

due to the X-rays, and also to minimize thermal noise inducing

unwanted background, crystals are often flash-frozen in liquid

nitrogen. To avoid cracking of the crystals during this precarious

step, crystals are generally soaked with a cryoprotectant solution

before freezing. Harvesting and cryoprotecting steps are both

difficult since diffraction qualities of the crystals may be altered.

Standard crystal harvesting is often possible in the PDMS

chips mentioned previously,54,63 since these microfluidic devices

are not irreversibly sealed. However, X-ray diffraction

measurements performed in-situ are promising to minimize

harvesting perturbations. As shown recently, X-ray analysis can

be performed directly on-chip in the PDMS devices developed by

Hansen et al.76 Cryoprotectant solutions were introduced in the

crystal wells by diffusion over a long period of time, and sections

of the PDMS chip containing the crystals were frozen by

immersion in liquid nitrogen. Issues concerning the effects of the

PDMS membranes on the flash-freezing step, X-ray absorption,
32 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 24–34
and scattered background are discussed in the supporting

information of ref. 76. Strong X-ray absorption by the PDMS

may be a limitation for thick devices, and other polymeric

materials may thus be interesting leads.81,82 Sauter et al. already

showed successful X-ray diffraction analysis of protein crystals

grown by counter-diffusion in thick PMMA chips.12

In the droplet-based devices, crystal harvesting is a priori

a highly precarious step, and in-situ data collection seems to be

unavoidable. Zheng et al. demonstrate X-ray diffraction per-

formed directly in the capillaries used to store the droplets,56 but

they also mentioned strong X-ray damages due to the lack of

cryocooling. More recently, the same group investigates the

possibilities and limitations of in-situ data collection in such

droplet-based systems.83Critical issues such as the material of the

capillaries (glass vs. PTFE), the absorption and diffraction

background due to the oil phase, and also the radiation damages,

are thoroughly discussed in this reference. These authors also

point out that X-ray analysis performed on multiple droplets

containing identical crystals may be convenient to overcome the

above difficulties.
G. Heterogeneous nucleation and the role of the surfaces

One point rarely mentioned concerned the possibility of hetero-

geneous nucleation in microfluidic devices. Indeed, at these small

length scales, the ratio surface/volume is large and surface effects

are likely to play an active role. Recent work evidenced the role

of the surface of the vessels on the nucleation kinetics of the

crystals,84 and point out the important role of the surface

chemistry of the microfluidic crystallizers. Sanjoh et al. used

microfabrication techniques to engineer microfluidic devices with

a patterned silicon wafer.85 The patterning of different doping

sites (p-Si and n-Si) creates different surface charge conditions on

the wafer that act as a spatial nucleation site, as shown on

a model protein. This original work paves the way for many

possible experiments to study the fundamental role surfaces play

on the nucleation and growth mechanisms.
IV. Conclusion

As shown all along this review, microfluidics offers unequalled

experimental conditions to explore the complexity of crystalli-

zation in solution. These opportunities are mainly due to the

possibility to decrease the investigated volumes and increase the

number of assays (high-throughput screening), but also due to

the excellent control of the transport phenomena at these small

length scales. This active control on the kinetic pathway is

essential to obtain reliable data and protein crystals with suitable

diffraction qualities. Finally, microfluidics lead to uncommon

conditions through the reduction of the volumes of the crystal-

lizers: growth in confined geometries, mononuclear nucleation,

etc., that bring a new understanding of the nucleation and

growth mechanisms.

The microfluidic technologies are quite recent, and the current

developments of the lab-on-chip still intensify. Some of the

works detailed above have already found some commercial

applications, namely in the field of protein crystallization, and we

believe that more companies and laboratories will implement

these new techniques in the near future. We hope such promising
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



technologies and uncommon experimental conditions will shed

a new light on the fundamental mechanisms of nucleation and

growth.
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